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Abstract : This paper proposes identity-basedkey distribution systems for generating a common
secret conference key for two or more users. Users are connected in a ring, a complete graph, or a
star network. Messages among users are authenticated using each user's identification information.
The security of the proposed systems is based on the difficulty of both factoring large numbers and
computing discrete logarithms over large finite fields.

1. Introduction
Shamir first proposed the idea of identity-based cryptosystems (I],in which each user's public
key is his identification information such as his name, address, etc. The systems do not require
any key directories.

Therefore, identity-based cryptosystems can simplify key management in

cryptosystems. Shamir and Fiat proposed identity-based signature schemes [l,21, and Okamoto
proposed an identity-based scheme [3] for a public key distribution system [4]. In these schemes,
messages among users are authenticated using each user's identification information.

A two-user secret common key with authentication can be generated by the Shamir scheme
[l],Fiat-Shamir scheme [2], Okamoto scheme (31 and so on. If two or more users want to hold a

conference, they must derive one common secret communication key for each link in the network.
This common key among m(1: 2) users is called a conference key. Ingemarsson et al. [5] presented
a conference key distribution system (CKDS) without authentication, where users are connected

in a ring network. The purpose of this paper is to propose an identity-based system for generating
a conference key with authentication. We call this system an identity-based conference key distribution system or ICKDS. We propose three types of identity-based conference key distribution
systems, which are Type-1 in a ring network 161, Type-:! in a complete graph network [ 7 ] , and

Type3 in a star network [7].
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All ICKDSs are carried out in two phases: the first phase is carried out at a trusted center, and
the second phase at each user's location. Once the first phase is carried out, the second phase can
be repeated to generate a different conference key. In the second phase, no further interaction with
the center is required either to generate a key or to verify proofs of identity. Protocols of Type-1,

Type-2,and Type-3 for generating a conference key among m users are described in Sections 2, 3,
and 4. Security and transmission efficiency for these protocols are discussed in Sections 5 and 6.

2. ID-based CKDS in a ring (Type-1)
2.1 First phase
During the first phase of Type-1, the center generates two large primes p , q and the product
n = pq. It determines integers (e, d ) in a way same as that of the

ed 3 1 (mod

L),

L = lcm ( ( p - l), ( q - l)),

where lcm denotes a least common multiplier and e is coprime to
(3

RSA cryptosystem [8]:
35

e, d

< L,

(2.1)

L. It also determines a prime c

5 c < L), and an integer g which is a primitive element over both G F ( p ) and GF(q). Let M be

the largest number of expected conference members. For user i whose identification information is

I;, the center calculates integers S;:
S; = I: mod n,
Note that

Ii = SiCM-'mod

h = dM-' mod L.

(2.2)

n. Finally the center issues a smart card to user i after properly

checking his physical identity. This smart card includes the set of integers (n, g, e, c, Si). If no
new users are expected, the center can abort numbers p , q and d after all of the data is distributed.
Hence, p , q , and d are kept secret from all users, S; is known only to user i, and n, g , e, c are
public and common to all the users.

2.2 Second phase
During the second phase of Type-1, the conference key is generated and simultaneously distributed among m(5 M ) users. Users are connected in a ring so that user i always sends messages
to user i+ 1 and user m sends to user 1. For simplicity, an expression of the user label is interpreted
as modulo rn so that it is between 1 and m. The key generation algorithm is the same for each

user. Therefore, it is sufficient to describe the procedure for one user, labeled i, as follows:
s t e p 1: User

i generates a random number R,, and keeps it secret. He sends (X,,

x,2,):
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xi = g4mod n,
Y, = S;gcRi mod n,
2; = 1,

to user i

+1

step j (2 5 j 5 m

- 1): User i receives ( X ; - l ,

x-1,

Zi-1). He computes Ti-1:

He checks whether the following congruence holds:

fl

(~-l/T[-l)eM-J
=

11--L

(mod n).

(2.7)

1lJAj-l

If this check succeeds, user i can verify that the message came via user i - 1, user i - 2,

..., and user i - j

+ 1 successively. He then sends (Xi,Y,, Zi):
X , = Xi'?
Y, = Y:_,Sie

j-1

mod n,

Xi:?

mod n,

2; = Ti-1,

to user i

+ 1. Then he proceeds to the next step j + 1.

s t e p rn: User i receives ( X ; - l , Yi-l,

&I).

He computes T,-]by (2.6). He checks whether (2.7)

for j = m holds. If the check succeeds, user i can verify that the message came via user

i - 1, user i - 2, ..., and user i - rn + 1 successively. He then computes conference key K :
K =

Xpl mod n.

(2.11)

The value of K is the same for all users, because
(2.12)

2.3 Example of Type-1
Let m = 4 and M = 10. Transmitted messages (XI,
Y1,21) from user 1 to user 2 at intervals
of each step are as follows:
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(gCR1,

after step 1;

S1gCRI,11,

s,se ceR4R1

( g e a R , R I , s4s
e ce&

7

after step 2;

geRi),

(ge3R3R;rR11 ~ ~ a g ~ ~ a R J ~ ~ P g ~ ~ a R 3 R . ~ g~e a2Rgsg~c'R
~ a' RR'),s & after
R R 1step
,

3.

User 1 authenticates the messages if the following congruences hold at each step:

(Yt/Ti)e' = ( S ~ g c e R 4 / g c e R 4 )=
' a Sza = I4 (mod n),

= SfS; S i
9

9

_=

at step 2;

at step 4.

121314 (mod n ) ,

Finally he obtains conference key X:

3. ID-based CKDS in a complete graph (Type-2)

3.1 First phase
During the first phase of Type-2, the center generates three large primes
the partial product n = pq. It determines integers

(e,

p , q, and r, and

d ) in a way similar to that of the RSA

cryptosystem:

where e is coprime to

L. It also determines a prime c (3 5

c

< L ) , and an integer g which is a

primitive element over G F ( p ) ,GF(q), and G F ( r ) . For user i whose identification information is

I i , the center calculates integer S,:

S, = I: mod nr.

(3.2)

Note that I, = S,F mod nr. Finally the center gives the set of integers ( n , r , g , e, c, S;) to user
i in a way similar to that of Type-1. If no new users are expected, the center can abort numbers
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p , q and d after all of the data is distributed. Hence, p , q, and d are kept secret from all users, S,

is known only to user i, and n, r, g,

e, c

are public and common to all the users.

3.2 Second phase
During the second phase of Type-2, the conference key is generated and simultaneously distributed among m users. Users are connected in a complete graph network so that they always
send messages to alI other users. The key generation algorithm is the same for each user. For
convenience, the procedure for two typical users, labeled i and j (1 5 i, j

5 m,i #

j ) , can be

described as follows:
step 1: User j generates a random number U j , and sends E,:

E, = geuJ mod n

(3.3)

to user i. He keeps U j secret.
step 2: User i generates a random number P, that is coprime to (r - 1). He computes 7,:

P,P, = 1 (mod (r - l),

(3.4)

Pi and Pi secret. He generates a random number V , and keeps it secret. He
then sends (Xi, U,, Zi,, Fi):
and keeps

X , = gePn mod nr,

Y , = S,gCptmod nr,

Z,,= EF

mod n,

F, = X:". mod n,
to user j .

s t e p 3: User j receives

(Xi,Y.,Z ; j , 3';).
He checks whether the following 2(m - 1) congruences

hold:

Zij

Xy

(mod n).

(3.10)

If (3.9) and (3.10) hold, user j can verify that the message came from user i. User j
generates a secret random number

R,. He then

sends ( A J , ,B,,,

Cji):
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(3.11)

A,, = X,‘”, mod nr,

B,, = S,X,‘”

(3.12)

mod nr,

C,,= Fp’ mod n,

(3.13)

to user i. He keeps A,, = X ; ” .
dep

4:

User i receives (A,,,

B,,,C,,).He checks whether the following 2(m - 1) congruences

hold:

BSi/A,’,
Cji

Ij (mod nr),

(3.14)

A: (mod n).

(3.15)

If (3.14) and (3.15) hold, user i can verify that the message came from user

i.

He then

computes conference key K :

(n
m
...

K =

Aji)’; mod r.

(3.16)

j=1

The value of K is the same for all users, because

4. ID-based CKDS in a star (Type-3)
Type-2 can be simplified by restricting the process so that j = 1 and 2

5 i 5 m.

Therefore,

users are connected in a star network so that messages are transmitted between user 1 and user

i (2 5 i 5 m). In this simplified scheme called Type-3, we assume that user 1collects and delivers
messages. Without loss of generality, this ‘center user’ can be arbitrarily selected among m users.
The key generation algorithm during the second phase of Type3 is similar to that of Type-2.
Note that user 1 can compute conference key K = ge’R1 at any time. User i (2 5 i
conference key K at step 4 by:

-

K = A;‘ mod r.
The value of K is the same for all users, because

5 m ) computes
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Note that the d u e of K in T y p e 3 is dependent on only user 1's secret key

R1,while the value of

K in Type-2 is equally dependent on each user's secret key R;.

5. Security
The security of the proposed systems is based on the difficulty of deriving secret keys such as
(p, q, d, Si, Ri, K ) in T y p e 1 and ( p , q, d , Si, U,, V,,

P;,F i , Ri, K ) in Type2 and Type3

from public keys, transmitted messages, and other user's secret keys.
(1) Secrecy of (p, q , d , Si)in all ICKDSs is based on the difficulty of factoring a large number n.

If an opponent were able to factor n, he could then compute d from e and L , and could then
obtain Si from d and I,.
(2) Secrecy of

(R;,K ) in Type-1 and (Ui,

v )in Type-2 and Type-3 is based on the diEicuIty of

both factoring a large number n and computing discrete logarithms over GF(p) and GF(q).

If an opponent were able to factor n = p q , he could then compute geR; mod p and geRi mod q
in Type-1. Moreover, if he were able to compute discrete logarithms over GF(p) and G F ( q ) ,
he could then compute Ri from g e R i mod p and g e R i mod q, and could then obtain K from R;
in Type-1. Similarly, he could compute

U,and

v, and could obtain Zj;and Cji for passing

the check of (3.10) and (3.15), respectively, in Type-2 and Type-3.
(3) Secrecy of

(Pi,Pi, R,,K) in Type-2 and Type3 is based on the difficulty of computing

discrete logarithm over GF(r). Since an opponent can compute 5 such that e z =- 1 (mod ( r l)),he can easily derive gpi mod r from X;.If an opponent were able to derive P
i mod ( r - 1)

7,and could obtain K from Pi and A j i .
(4) The best known algorithm for factoring n = pq ( p < q ) requires a running time of O(exp((2 +
from gpi mod r , he could then compute

o(1))Jogp log logp)) 191. Therefore, the designer can choose the sizes of p and q so as to
prevent an impersonation attack in all ICICDSs and to ensure the secrecy of K in Type-1.
The best known algorithm for computing the discrete logarithm over G F ( r ) for any prime

r requires a running time of O(exp((1

+ o(1))v'logr log logr])

[lo]. Therefore, the designer

can choose the size of r to ensure the secrecy of K in T-ype-2 and Type-3. From the security
viewpoint, the size of p and q should be at least 256 bits long, and the size of r should be at
least 512 bits long.
(5) The Type-1 scheme corresponds to the most secure version of Ingemarsson's schemes [5] because K has an exponent degree m in an indeterminate R,.

(6) If an opponent changes transmitted messages ( X i , Y,) to (Xiu', x u c ) in all ICKDSs, or
(Aji,

Bji)

to (Ajib", Bj;bc)in Type-2 and Type-3, he can disturb the key distribution system

by bypassing the ID check. As a result of this disturbance, each user obtains a different
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conference key. However, user i and user j (1 5 i , j 5 m, i

# j) can verify

the sameness of

their keys K by testing that an encrypted message with one's key is successfully decrypted
with other's key, called an encryption-and-decryption test. Therefore,

this disturbance is

detectable.

If the Shamir-Fiat identity-based signature schemes [I, 21 are used to send messages, the
disturbance during the transmission can be detected directly after the transmission. The
Shamir-Fiat schemes realize both sender authentication and message authentication, while
our proposed schemes realize only sender authentication. In key distribution systems, message

authentication can be realized after an encryption-and-decryption test.

In the Shamir-Fiat schemes, user i has to know I , exactly because it is used as input data
in the verification process. In our proposed schemes, even if user i remembers Ij imperfectly,
sender authentication is possible because he only checks whether he obtains a reasonable Ij
as the output data in the verification process.

(7) In Type-1, user Z - 1 can derive Si mod n from his secret key

&-I

and transmitted messages

Xi = geRi after step 1 and yi = S:_lgCeRi-lSfgccRi-lRi
after step 2. Even if user i - 1 obtains

s,F mod

n, it is difficult to derive Si mod n from Sf mod n. Therefore, user i

- 1 cannot

pretend to be user i.

(8) The checks of (3.10) and (3.15) in Type-2 and Type-3 are introduced to detect impersonation
attacks using passive and active wiretaps. Since the purpose and function of (3.10) and (3.15)
is the same, we describe the case for (3.10) as an example.

If the check of (3.10) and related computations of (3.3) and (3.7) are omitted,

an oppo-

nent can pretend to be user i and finally obtains K as follows: After the opponent wiretaps

(Ximod tar, Y , mod

nr), he can produce the following

(2,mod nr,

mod nr) to pass the

check of (3.9):

P'F

G

1 (mod ( r - l)),

X,

= X : mod r ,

-

eE

G

1 (mod ( r - l)),

Y,

Y,'mod

(5.1)

(5.3)
r,

g ) to w r 3 and gets A,, = 2:"' from user j. From the unfairly generated
-A,, and F(-fa,
, he computes A T = g e l R , and finally obtains K . Note that this impersonation
He sends

attack is made without the knowledge of S, mod nr.
If the check of (3.10) is introduced, an opponent cannot pretend to be user t who is absent

- -

from a current ICKDS. The opponent generates (A7,,
Y , ) from X, mod nr previously generated
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by regular user i . However, he cannot produce Zjj to pass the check of (3.10) because he does
not know the previous value of
generated

Zij

P,that

is a parameter of X ; and Z i j . Note that the previously

is not reusable because the value of Vj changes at each ICKDS.Therefore, the

check of (3.10) detects this impersonation attack.

As pointed out in [ 7 ] ,if an opponent tries to pretend to be user i who is present at the
current ICKDS, the check of (3.10) is ineffective. The opponent interrupts transmission from
user i, and sends

- -

(Xi,x,Z i j ) generated from a

current

(Xi,Y,,Z i j ) .

Since this Zij passes

-

the check of (3.10),the opponent can get correct key K . However, regular user i receives Aji
generated from the false

PI,and he finally obtains false key

k

= geZ(P'

In this one-directional attack, the opponent cannot get this false key

cF=l

-

R J ) P i mod

r.

2. Therefore, the one-

directional real time impersonation attack is detectable after the encryption-and-decryption
test by regular user i [ 7 ] .
By extending the above analysis, Yacobi 1111showed a bidirectional real time attack between
user i and user j in a star system (Type-3). In his attack using false random number R;,the
opponent ca.n get the same false key

2' = geaR; mod r

as user i gets. His attack method

can be generalized to a complete-graph system (Type-2). Since the opponent can hold both
a correct key and a false key, this bidirectional impersonation attack would be successful if
the opponent could change all interactions with regular user i after the key generation. If a
conference i s carried out in radio broadcast networks, this attack would be detectable by the
encryption-and-decryption test because it seems to be physically impossible for the opponent
to change the radio transmissions.

6. Transmission efficiency
Type-1 requires ( m - 1) steps for transmission because messages must be sent sequentially
among m users. However, Type-2 and Type-3requires 3 steps for transmissions for any m because
messages can be broadcasted simultaneously. The total numbers of message transmissions among
m users in Type-1, Type-'2, and Type-3 me m(m - I), 3m(m - I), and 3(m - I), respectively. The
total message length of transmissions in each Type-1, Type-2, and Type-3 is 3m(m - 1) log n,
4m(m - l)(log nr

+ log n ) and 4(m - l)(log n r + log n ) bits, respectively. We compare the above

indices for transmission efficiency among each type. For the numbers of sequential steps, Type-2
and Type3 are better than Type-1 if rn 2 5 . For the total numbers of message transmissions,
Type-3 is better than Type-1 if m 2 4. For the total message length of transmissions, assuming
log n=512 and log r=256, Type-3 is better than Type-1 if m 2 4. Summarizing the comparisons
from the viewpoint of transmission efficiency,Type-1 is the best if m = 3, and Type-3 is the best if
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rn

2 4. Note that if m=2, then it is the best to use the simpler schemes such as [l,2,3]. Expansion

of message transmission is needed to ensure the security of a conference key.
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